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Case Study: Mhairi F. (135837) aged 23 at first consultation

First appointment 23/01/98
Initial impressions:
Looks younger than age.
Slightly dysmorphic and dyskinetic - shoulders not symmetrical
Awkward stooped young woman
Child-like use of language 
Socially lacking confidence. Some inappropriateness
Good quality clothes but poorly chosen and don’t seem to fit well.
Hair parting askew.
Reticent. Quivery / Tremulous

PC
Lacking in confidence. Tries to make friends but it is too hard.
Mother is very dominant.
Comes from a wealthy, socially prominent, family.
Lives with mother and father at home
Argues with her mother - big differences of opinion.
Father is a doctor - chooses a time to talk to him.
Used to have tantrums and complain of unfairness.

Patient plays the piano and is currently on YTS scheme looking after horses.
‘I wonder if I have music in me and nothing else’
Did a college course for a year after she left school
(Sister is blonde, beautiful and successful - Oxford University in her honours year)
Patient’s face contorts when she speaks of her sister.

SI
Very nasal, suffers from nasal obstruction like her mother
The nose runs all the time, variable disch. thick or coryzal
? allergy to hay or straw
Occasional ‘chest infections’
Left shoulder is pulled forward
Has a narrow chest

Generals
Not good in the morning ‘crabbit’ as soon as she is up.
preference for a warm environment.
Menstrual periods aggravate all her symptoms. On a mini-pill in attempt to allieviate this.
Thirsty for water or sugar-free juice.
Diet coke aggravates
Averse to sugar
Desire for Chocolate and fruit

‘I know I can’t blame my anger on others now’
‘I busy with a lot of relatively solitary activities’
‘I quite like being on my own at times, trying to make myself liked is very tiring’
‘I can’t get the words out when I am trying to explain some things’
‘I want to forget about myself’
‘I had a siezure - can’t carry on with driving lessons’ (Sister brings her boyfriends home in the car.)

Treatment 1:



Review: 20/02/98

Woke with a nosebleed after the remedy.
Felt awful for the first week and stayed off work for the first day.
The nose didn’t bleed again.

Hasn’t been feeling very good. Sometimes feeling sick in the morning or in the day.
Itchy chillblains on the hands.
Spots coming up on the face, sometimes itchy.

Her pet rabbit died that same week. The family dog died recently too.
Gets sweaty a lot. Feet are especially sweaty.
The nose is still running all the time.
Washing her hair daily, scalp feels hot and itchy.

Her appetite is down.
Enjoys breakfast but has lost her desire for the things she used to like.
Still eats fruit. Less chocolate.

Feeling better abut getting up in the morning. More relaxed and able to focus better. Less panicky.
Feels more confidant than one month ago.
‘I’m less likely to hold onto grievances’

Treatment:

... 
By the time of May review:

‘I have difficulty in letting go of some feelings’
‘I have started to talk to boys at work.’
‘I try to be thick skinned’
‘I would like to be more involved with groups’
‘I try to keep myself out of the conversation with difficulty’
‘I get miserable comparing myself to my dad or my sister.’
Going for dental check next week - sharp pain in Left molars extending rightwards.
Feelings of regret.
Experiencing momenary sensations of heat with occasional sick feeling if hungry.
Overall mother thinks there has been a sustained improvement.

Treatment:
....

By the time of the July review:

Head is itchy scalp ‘has little lumps on it.’
Using a lotion (?) and the eruption is gradually getting better.
Doesn’t feel stressed.
A bit huffy at times.
Menstrual periods no longer associated with deteriorations.

Treatment:



Acute Review September:

Cough.
Complains of difficulty swallowing.
Sore throat. Dry stickiness in angles of mouth.
Worse since drinking coke and staying out in the sun too long.
Disorientated and inappropriate. Unpredicatable behaviour.
Feels angry and vicious. Katy always goes to Dad.
Feet have been bad with eczema.
Her fingers seem very red.
Recent announcement of sister’s engagement may have been a destabilising event.
Ideas are flying. Seems almost manic today. Confused?
Dwelling on her childhood.
‘You can’t change the past’
Has had music blaring today.
Last night she dreamt she was swimming in the pond (where her father fishes)

Treatment 2:

Remedy 4 days ago didn’t seem to improve things much, perhaps prevented deterioration.
Father wants to sedate her, because the family is upset by her current confusion.
Mother more inclined to seek a homeopathic approach.

Treatment 3:

The confusion lifted half an hour after the first tablet.
Still a bit hot and cold and nauseous.
Slow at the moment and feeling hot.
Able to play cards and cooking meals with help.
Cough at night, green catarrh.
Memories of the past - affairs concerning herself and others.
Remembering bad times.

Gradual improvement.
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